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Dear friends,
Would you like some good news?
news I feel like 2020 has been a little short on cheerful reports. If you want to be encouraged with some good news, read on!
Something I've really appreciated recently is participating in translation department meetings. I've been working remotely for six years, and during those six years, I have interacted regularly with the Ikizu and Zanaki translators, but I
haven't talked to any of the translators from the other language projects based out of the same office. But now, since
all of the translators are working from their homes, meetings have changed from in-person to virtual. So while the reason for needing to have online meetings isn't good, having them in a way and at an hour when I can participate, despite
the time zone difference, sure feels like good news to me.
I've recently finished my first pass through the entire gospel of John in both the Ikizu and Zanaki languages. The teams
kept pace with one another well enough throughout their whole translation process for me to check them side-by-side
for almost every chapter. This is indeed good news!
news
Finally, on the personal side, we have some very good news:
news we have adopted our foster son!

Zoom with the
translator s from 6
language teams

I didn't think to take a picture while the translators and advisors were all meeting, but a quicker-thinking friend did. He
happened to take it during a moment when my video feed was off, however, so I'm not featured in it.
I love hearing the background noises of life in Tanzania - I could hear roosters crowing, goats doing their thing, motorcycles going by, and very loud birds off and on through the whole meeting. Several of the translators are outside, probably
because it's often cooler and brighter. Which activities one does outside versus inside are not very distinct in Tanzania.

All in a Day’s Work
My job, in addition to checking spelling and formatting, is checking the accuracy and clarity of the translation. The translators generate the first draft of the text, one doing the initial drafting and the other editing it, then they send it to me. I
go through it, making many, many notes as I do so. A high percentage of my notes are minor issues, but sometimes I
see what appears to be an issue that affects the meaning of a verse and ask questions about that.
John 11:5 - Jesus loved Martha and her sister and Lazarus.
Zanaki first draft: Jesus had loved Martha and Mary, sisters of Lazarus.
My note: Did Jesus still love Martha and her sister at this point in the story? Also, Jesus loved Lazarus, too.
Zanaki second draft: I'm still waiting on it.
John 18:4 - Jesus knew everything that was going to happen to him.
Zanaki first draft: Jesus knew all things which were possibly going to happen to him.
My note: It sounds to me like these things might happen, but they might not happen. In Zanaki, does this sentence
sound doubtful?
The Zanaki agreed that this translation made it sound like that although Jesus knew all of the options of things that
might happen, he didn't know which would actually happen, so made some changes.
Zanaki second draft: Jesus knew all things which would happen to him.
I love what I do. I enjoy the process of improving a text. The New Testament will be the longest body of literature written
in these languages, likely for quite some time, and we want it to be a good example of how to wield and write these languages well. And of course I don't want to forget the meaning of what we're translating - this isn't just a long book, it's
the Word of God.

Introducing ...Devin
Nehemiah Sandeen!

After over two years spent in foster care (almost all of it
with our family), this little boy now has a forever family us! Thank you to all of you who prayed for us though this
long journey.

In Christ’s love,

Michelle Sandeen
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